Steampunk!
Agatha H and the Airship City
Phil Foglio
The Industrial Revolution has escalated into all-out warfare. It has been eighteen years
since the Heterodyne Boys, benevolent adventurers and inventors, disappeared under
mysterious circumstances. Today, Europe is ruled by the Sparks, dynasties of mad scientists ruling over - and terrorizing - the hapless population with their bizarre inventions and
unchecked power, while the downtrodden dream of the Hetrodynes' return.
Airborn
Kenneth Oppel
Series: Matt Cruse
Matt, a young cabin boy aboard an airship, and Kate, a wealthy young girl traveling with
her chaperone, team up to search for the existence of mysterious winged creatures reportedly living hundreds of feet above the Earth's surface.
The Art of Steampunk: extraordinary devices and ingenious contraptions from the leading
artists of the steampunk movement
Art Donovan
A collection of steampunk contraptions and devices from leading artists.
The Clockwork Scarab
Colleen Gleason
Series: Stoker & Holmes
In 1889 London young women are turning up dead, and Evaline Stoker, relative of Bram,
and Mina Holmes, niece of Sherlock, are summoned to investigate the clue of the not-soancient Egyptian scarabs--but where does a time traveler fit in?
Cuttlefish
Dave Freer
In an alternate 1976 dominated by coal power and the British Empire, Clara Calland and
her mother, an important scientist, embark on a treacherous journey toward freedom in
Westralia aboard a smugglers' submarine, the Cuttlefish, pursued by Menshevik spies
and Imperial soldiers.
The Dark Unwinding
Sharon Cameron
In 1852, when seventeen-year-old Katharine is sent to her family's estate to prove that
her uncle is insane, she finds he is an inventor whose work creating ingenious clockwork
figures supports hundreds of families, but strange occurrences soon have her doubting
her own sanity.

Dearly, Departed
Lia Habel
In the year 2195 when society is technologically advanced but follows the social mores
of Victorian England, recently orphaned Nora Dearly is left at the mercy of her domineering, social-climbing aunt, until she is nearly kidnapped by zombies and falls in with
a group of mysterious, black-clad commandos.
Dreadnought
Cherie Priest
Mercy Lynch is just a frustrated nurse who wants to see her father before he dies. But
she'll have to survive both Union intrigue and Confederate opposition if she wants to
make it off the Union-operated, Tacoma-bound "Dreadnought" alive.
Etiquette & Espionage
Gail Carriger
Series: Finishing School
In an alternate England of 1851, spirited fourteen-year-old Sophronia is enrolled in a
finishing school where, she is surprised to learn, lessons include not only the fine arts
of dance, dress, and etiquette, but also diversion, deceit, and espionage.
Fever Crumb
Philip Reeve
Foundling Fever Crumb has been raised as an engineer although females in the future
London, England, are not believed capable of rational thought, but at age fourteen she
leaves her sheltered world and begins to learn startling truths about her past while facing danger in the present.
Foundling
D.M. Cornish
Having grown up in a home for foundlings and possessing a girl's name, Rossamünd
sets out to report to his new job as a lamplighter and has several adventures along the
way as he meets people and monsters who are more complicated that he previously
thought. Includes glossaries and maps.
Frankenstein
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
Presents the story of Dr. Frankenstein and his obsessive experiment that leads to the
creation of a monstrous and deadly creature.
Friday Society
Adrienne Kress
Cora, Nellie, and Michiko, teenaged assistants to three powerful men in Edwardian
London, meet by chance at a ball that ends with the discovery of a murdered man,
leading the three to work together to solve this and related crimes without drawing undue attention to themselves.

The Girl in the Steel Corset
Kady Cross
Finley, who has a beastly alter ego inside of her, joins Duke Griffin's army of misfits to
help stop the Machinist, the criminal behind a series of automaton crimes, from carrying
out a plan to kill Queen Victoria during the Jubilee.
Goblin Secrets
William Alexander
Hoping to find his lost brother, Rownie escapes the home of the witch Graba and joins
a troupe of goblins who perform in Zombay, a city where humans are forbidden to wear
masks and act in plays.
The Haunting of Alaizabel Cray
Chris Wooding
As Thaniel, a wych-hunter, and Cathaline, his friend and mentor, try to rid the alleys of
London's Old Quarter of the terrible creatures that infest them, their lives become entwined with that of a woman who may be either mad or possessed.
The Hunchback Assignments
Arthur G. Slade
In Victorian London, fourteen-year-old Modo, a shape-changing hunchback, becomes a
secret agent for the Permanent Association, which strives to protect the world from the
evil machinations of the Clockwork Guild.
Incarceron
Catherine Fisher
Series: Incarceron
To free herself from an upcoming arranged marriage, Claudia, the daughter of the Warden of Incarceron, a futuristic prison with a mind of its own, decides to help a young
prisoner escape.
Innocent Darkness
Suzanne Lazear
In 1901, on an alternate Earth, sixteen-year-old Noli rejoices when a mysterious man
transports her from reform school to the Realm of Faerie, until Noli learns his sinister
reason.
The Invention of Hugo Cabret: a novel in words and pictures
Brian Selznick
When twelve-year-old Hugo, an orphan living and repairing clocks within the walls of a
Paris train station in 1931, meets a mysterious toy seller and his goddaughter, his undercover life and his biggest secret are jeopardized.

The Iron Throne
Caitlin Kittredge
In an alternate 1950s, mechanically gifted fifteen-year-old Aoife Grayson, whose family has
a history of going mad at sixteen, must leave the totalitarian city of Lovecraft and venture
into the world of magic to solve the mystery of her brother's disappearance .
Legacy of the Clockwork Key
Kristin Bailey
A orphaned sixteen-year-old servant in Victorian England finds love while unraveling the
secrets of a mysterious society of inventors and their most dangerous creation.
Looking Glass Wars
Frank Beddor
When she is cast out of Wonderland by her evil aunt Redd, young Alyss Heart finds herself
living in Victorian Oxford as Alice Liddell and struggles to keep memories of her kingdom
intact until she can return and claim her rightful throne.
Mortal Engines
Philip Reeve
In the distant future, when cities move about and consume smaller towns, a fifteen-year-old
apprentice is pushed out of London by the man he most admires and must seek answers in
the perilous Out-Country, aided by one girl and the memory of another.
The Peculiars
Maureen McQuerry
Eighteen-year-old Lena Mattacascar sets out for Scree, a weird place inhabited by Peculiars, seeking the father who left when she was young, but on the way she meets young librarian Jimson Quiggley and handsome marshal Thomas Saltre, who complicate her
plans.
Soulless
Gail Carriger
Alexia Tarabotti is laboring under a great many social tribulations. First, she has no soul.
Second, she's a spinster whose father is both Italian and dead. Third, she was rudely attacked by a vampire, breaking all standards of social etiquette.
The Steampunk Gazette
Major Tinker
Informative guide to the culture of steampunk.
Steampunk Softies: scientifically minded dolls from a past that never was
Sarah Skeate
Call Number: 745.5924 S627 2011
One thing that defines the steampunk movement is the artistic nature of its followers. From
the creation of eye-catching costumes to the aesthetic update of already existing technology, few movements encourage being handy as much as the steampunk movement does.

Steampunk!: an Anthology of Fantastically Rich and Strange Stories
Call Number: 823.087608 S7993 2011
A collection of fourteen fantasy stories by well-known authors, set in the age of steam
engines and featuring automatons, clockworks, calculating machines, and other marvels that never existed.
Steampunk-Style Jewelry: Victorian, fantasy, and mechanical necklaces, bracelets, and
earrings
Jean Campbell
Call Number: 739.27 C188 2009
This how-to jewelry-making book features the work of an array of invited jewelry designers influenced by the growing Steampunk trend.
This Dark Endeavor: The Apprenticeship of Victor Frankenstein
Kenneth Oppel
Victor and Konrad are the twin brothers Frankenstein. They are nearly inseparable.
Growing up, their lives are filled with imaginary adventures...until the day their adventures turn all too real. They stumble upon The Dark Library, and secret books of alchemy and ancient remedies are discovered. Father forbids that they ever enter the room
again, but this only peaks Victor's curiosity more.
This Monstrous Thing
Mackenzi Lee
When a talented mechanic in 1818 Geneva brings his brother back from the dead using
clockwork parts, the citizens of Geneva think they may have inspired the recently published novel Frankenstein.
The Toymaker
Jeremy De Quidt
What good is a toy that will wind down? What if you could put a heart in one? A real
heart. One that beat and beat and didn't stop. What couldn't you do if you could make a
toy like that? From the moment Mathias becomes the owner of a mysterious piece of
paper, he is in terrible danger.
Un Lun Dun
China Miéville
Twelve-year-old Zanna and her friend Deeba find a secret entrance leading out of London and into this strange city. An ancient prophecy may be coming true at last, but then
things begin to go very wrong.
The Unnaturalists
Tiffany Trent
Vespa Nyx wants nothing more than to spend the rest of her life cataloging Unnatural
creatures in her father's museum, but as she gets older, the requirement to become a
lady and find a husband is looming large over her. When Syrus Reed's family is captured for refinery slaves, he finds that his fate may be bound up with Vespa's--and with
the Unnaturals.

